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Abstract— The Retail business vision is to maximize benefit 

from customer satisfaction and loyalty towards the shop by 

providing more personalize service for the shoppers. the key 

problem in today’s era is to manage the info efficiently. So, 

the project ‘Shop Desk’ (Billing System) is that the platform 

to manage the info of the shop in efficient and accurate 

manner. the most purpose of the project is to supply a friendly 

environment to take care of the main points of products , sales 

& generate bills for purchasers . The ‘Shop Desk’ (Billing 

System) is that the web computer program which focused to 

take care of the info of the shop and generate the billing 

reports. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The computer has brought revolution in every sphere of 

human life. Whether it's business, education field, 

governance, life science etc. the pc has reduced the human 

work load, businesses are going global and everything is 

obtainable at the clicking of mouse. the overall stores issue 

their client handwritten bills and that they enter details in 

manual registers. And maintain MS Excel file for product 

rate. That the proposed system will computerize their manual 

bill generation system. 

 The “Shop Desk(Billing System)” are 

often defined because the simple and convenient thanks 

to manage the records of products, stock, billing, sale etc. of 

any grocery store .The application helps the owner of store to 

try to to all functionalities and management of store more 

accurately and in faster and efficient way. It reduces the 

manual paper work and improves efficiency of labor. the 

most purpose of the project is to produce a friendly 

environment to take care of the small print of products and 

generate bills for patrons.  

 The “Shop Desk (Billing System)” is supposed for 

monitoring and controlling the billing records of grocery 

store. The Project “Shop Desk (Billing system)” is an web 

application to automate the method of billing and 

managing the shop. It replaces the necessity for paper 

invoicing and accounting or Excel-based invoicing and 

accounting. Billing Software often are designed to handle 

everything from computing charges to providing statements. 

This Billing system is employed to beat the 

complete problem which the client is facing currently, and 

making complete atomization of manual billing system. 

Stock Management is largely the procedure by which an 

association is supplied with the products and enterprises that 

it has to accomplish its goals of buying, stockpiling and 

development of materials.  

 This project is employed for handling all the info of 

any grocery store. This Project provides the platform or the 

medium to take care of the bills and also the corresponding 

business. The project provides very high level user friendly 

functions. Though we already added maximum features to the 

present application, we are willing to form the 

appliance more flexible and professional. 

A. Problem Statement  

Generating billing and stock maintenance data may be 

a critical process for the shopkeeper. This work may 

be categorized as time consuming job and want high 

accuracy when placing the main points of the shoppers and 

products. Many of the billing software are available within 

the market but they're not cost – effective for little scale 

business owners. the little scale store owners can’t afford for 

the paid billing software. 

B. Motivation  

The motivation of this paper is to form better understanding 

in redefining requirement of retailer for paper publication. 

The motivation of this project is to keep up the 

information of the shop in computerized way and provides 

the user friendly environment to keep up the billing process. 

C. Solution 

The solution of the above problem is to produce a platform or 

a medium to take care of the info and to produce the user 

friendly environment to style and maintain the bills of the 

corresponding products. However, it would need some 

improvement within the future supported the lesson learned 

so is that the new requirement from the users. 

II. PROJECT MODULES  

The “Shop Desk” (Billing System) consists of following 

modules: 

1) Login Module 

2) Admin Module 

3) Billing Module 

4) View Bill 

5) Print Bill 

6) Product Search Module 

A. Login module 

The login Module consists of two sub modules. The admin 

login & employee login. The user interface of login module 

is as easy as even any Non – It person can easily interacts with 

it. The below diagram shows the login user interface: 
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Fig. 1: Login GUI 

B. Admin Module 

This is admin based module .Only admin can add , delete and 

update the products .The admin can add the products and also 

the products will be available to billing module. 

C. Billing Module 

This is the most module of the project, during which we 

will continue the products and customer details, purchase 

details with the goal that we are able to organize information 

in one table arrangement. The billing page consists of 

customer name, bill no., Products names, quantity, price and 

also the total amount of corresponding purchase. 

D. View Bill 

The bill generated within the billing module may 

be viewed because the document in PDF format. The view 

bill module contains the inbuilt pdfkit of the django 

technology which provides the interface to form the pdf 

document. 

E. Print Bill 

After viewing the bill, we are able to download the bill for 

future reference and may print the bill document available in 

PDF format. 

F. Product Search Module 

In the product search module, we are able to search the 

available product by its product id or product name. The goal 

is to search out the small details of corresponding products 

efficiently. 

III. METHODOLOGY  

The methodology refers to the strategy and rationale 

of scientific research. The incremental model of software 

development is employed while developing the project. The 

project is developed in increments as per the wants. 

Technology : The most recent technology of software world 

is ‘Python’ employed in this project. The Django framework 

of python provides the platform to built the interactive web 

applications. 

IDE (Integrated Development Environment) : PyCharm 2020 

3.5(x64) 

IV. ADVANTAGES 

Following are the pros of the project: 

 Ensure accurate information. 

 Create invoices quickly. 

 Business intelligence. 

 Improved accuracy due to reduction of human error. 

 Simple and fast data entry capabilities. 

 Ensure Security. 

 Easy to use and doesn’t need any special training. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the small print about the “Shop Desk” 

(Billing system). It’s a simple web application within 

which the platform is provided to make the bills and 

maintains the products details. It's a secure platform to 

interact with the billing and products modules. And 

furthermore gives the one table information of bills and 

products. It is concluded because the paper contains all the 

small print about the project and its modules. The 

most objective of this project is to supply a friendly 

environment to take care of the main points of the products 

and generate bills for purchasers. The project provides very 

high level user friendly functions. Though we already added 

maximum features to the present application, we are 

willing to form the applying more flexible and professional. 
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